DEATH CLAIMS FOOTBALL PLAYER

SORRY LYMANN OF IDAHO FALLS VICTIM OF UNFORTUNATE ACCIDENT

Football

Death Due to a Fractured Skull

Last Wednesday evening Chauncey R. Brown, a junior on the Idaho’s first serious football acci-
dent. During a football scrimmage on the Idaho campus, Brown was taken to the Idaho hospital, where he was pronounced dead. He had been the Idaho’s first serious football victim of the season. Brown was a member of the freshman team of the Idaho football team, which was playing against the Freshmen team of the University of Oregon. As Brown was running with the football, he was tackled by an Oregon player, and in the process of being tackled, his neck was fractured. The injury was pronounced fatal by the doctors, and Brown was pronounced dead soon after the accident. Brown was a member of the Idaho’s first serious football team, and his death was a great loss to the Idaho football team and to the Idaho fans. Brown was a popular student at the university, and his death was mourned by his classmates and friends. Brown was a member of the Idaho’s first serious football team, and his death was a great loss to the Idaho football team and to the Idaho fans. Brown was a popular student at the university, and his death was mourned by his classmates and friends. Brown was a member of the Idaho’s first serious football team, and his death was a great loss to the Idaho football team and to the Idaho fans. Brown was a popular student at the university, and his death was mourned by his classmates and friends. Brown was a member of the Idaho’s first serious football team, and his death was a great loss to the Idaho football team and to the Idaho fans. Brown was a popular student at the university, and his death was mourned by his classmates and friends.
FROSH-SOPH FIGHT TO BE HELD FRIDAY

PROGRAM IS SIMILAR TO THAT OF LAST YEAR'S CONTEST

FRIDAY AFTERNOON TO BE A HOLIDAY

The postponed Freshman-Sophomore contest will be held on the campus Friday afternoon. Coach Badeneccker has had the arrangements in charge and, with the assistance of committees representing both the Sophomores and Freshmen classes, has devised a schedule of contests which are promised to settle once and for all every difficulty existing between the classes.

The scheduled contests include a class football game from which Varity men will be excluded, three wrestling matches, light, middle and heavy-weight representatives from the participating classes, a tug of war, losers to be pulled through a stream of water from a fire box, and lastly, what is called the Holme's event. This is really the climax of the contests, 30 representatives from each class will be individually pitted against each other and after a set period of struggling, the contestants relative positions in relation to a set of lines will be considered in determining the winner. This program may be altered before Friday, but at any rate, some interesting contests are promised.

Each event is counted by a point system and the class totalling the largest aggregate number of points is designated as the winner. Last year the Sophomores won the contest, being the second class in the history of the Institution to win two consecutive years. This year's Sophomore class is only the more anxious to win since they shall go down in history as being a defeated class both years.

The "annual scrap" will be followed in the evening by a "Bury-the-Hatchet" party at the Gymnasium. The affair will be a distinctly underclass affair and as has been the case in former years, the Juniors and Seniors will hold an informal of their own. Wednesday afternoon mark the ad- vent, too, of the green cap era. Green caps are in demand and from reports it appears that available hydrants will also be in demand for a few days until the Freshmen are reconciled to their fate.

SEVEN SPLENDID SONNETS

It is a striking fact that the opinion of University men in America is almost unanimously in favor of the Allies in the present gigantic struggle in Europe. It would seem, indeed, that these men among the college teachers of our country, other than those of German birth or parentage, who up to the present have not been willing to support the German-Austrian-Turkish cause, can be counted on one's fingers. From the early attendance in the first weeks of the war, of President Eliot of Harvard, one of the most notable leaders in education and politics, to the recent utterances of Prof. Slipher at the University, and everywhere recognized as one of the greatest teachers of literature in this or any other country, the nation and legislature that of our educational leaders has con-

Orpheum Theatre

TUESDAY

LIE-CHANDLER COMPANY

Featuring—

"The Ginger Girls"

CHARLES CHAPLIN

IN—

"A Jitney Elopement" 2 Parts

"On Bitter Creek" — "Moosheart"

And a CHAPLIN CONTEST Open to Everyone

3 Cash Prizes—

SOME FUN DON'T MISS IT

Admission — Children 10c Adults 20c

WEDNESDAY AND THURSDAY

"The Island of Regeneration"

Another Big Six—Boel V. L. S. E. Feature

Adapted from Rev. C. Townsend Brady's Famous Novel. One of the Biggest Pictures of the Year. DON'T MISS IT!!!

ADDED ATTTRACTION — THURSDAY

Lorenz, Hypnotist

FRIDAY—Dr. Henry George Lorenz—Hypnotist

And—"EVIDENCE" In Five Parts. A World Film Feature

Dr. Lorenz invites the Public, including the Medical Profession, to come upon the stage and be convinced.

SATURDAY

William Fox Presents—"Life's Shop Window" Featuring Claire Whitney and Stuart Holmes

Take Your Choice—Hot or Cold Drinks

Our soda fountain never closes. Cold drinks are served throughout the entire year and hot drinks are added to our menu just as soon as cold weather arrives. You know how delicious and refreshing our cold drinks are. Our hot drinks are just as delicious and quickly win public favor. Most hot drinks have a food value. They are both stimulating and strengthening.

Economical Pharmacy

Where Quality Counts

BOLES & LINDQUIST, Proprietors

Keep your money at home

Buy your Lord, Hams and Bacon of

Hagan & Cushing Co., Inc.

They are Home Made and United States Inspected at Establishment 811

Phone 7 29 Main Street
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COACH HAS DIFFICULTIES.

Gonzaga Men Refuse to Attend Classes.

Disciplinarians missed the Gonzaga squad Monday, resulting in the removal of two backfield men for failure to attend classes, one of whom may return, and the warning of a third to obey training rules.

Johnson, the 155-pound fullback, and De Figh, the halfback, both of whom were practicing daily for the last ten days, had not reported to the school authorities. Johnson said last night he was through and that he intended today to return to his home at Watsatche. De Figh, who is a high school graduate, states he has been uncertain what course to pursue, and it is thought he may be properly registered today and returned to the squad.

Campbell is Warned.

Campbell, a big guard from the Courr d’Alene, also drew the coach’s warning for failure to follow training rules. His dismissal was also threatened, but he satisfied Coyle of better intentions and retained his position on the squad.

The loss of Johnson and De Figh, and the troubles he is having with discipline, on top of the loss of a crack end, Barrett, by death, is enough to make the serve of almost any coach and Coyle was steadily disturbed last night, but not at all pleased at the facility, declaring he wanted no non-studying athletes and that further disciplinary measures would be enforced if a whole new team had to be built, but he satisfied Coyle of better intentions and retained his position on the squad.

One student at the University has met the Gonzaga squad Monday, resulting in the removal of two backfield men for failure to attend classes, one of whom may return, and the warning of a third to obey training rules.

Johnson, the 155-pound fullback, and De Figh, the halfback, both of whom were practicing daily for the last ten days, had not reported to the school authorities. Johnson said last night he was through and that he intended today to return to his home at Watsatche. De Figh, who is a high school graduate, states he has been uncertain what course to pursue, and it is thought he may be properly registered today and returned to the squad.

Campbell is Warned.

Campbell, a big guard from the Courr d’Alene, also drew the coach’s warning for failure to follow training rules. His dismissal was also threatened, but he satisfied Coyle of better intentions and retained his position on the squad.

The loss of Johnson and De Figh, and the troubles he is having with discipline, on top of the loss of a crack end, Barrett, by death, is enough to make the serve of almost any coach and Coyle was steadily disturbed last night, but not at all pleased at the facility, declaring he wanted no non-studying athletes and that further disciplinary measures would be enforced if a whole new team had to be built, but he satisfied Coyle of better intentions and retained his position on the squad.

**STUDENT HELP**

This fall there have been an unusual number of students looking for some sort of work which will at least partially finance their way through school. The Business office has been besieged by students who wish immediate relief and Mr. Jenkins is doing his best to see that every available opportunity is made the most of. These young people who have work of any character which a student can do in out-of-college hours will confer a great favor upon the University of Idaho and its student body by informing Mr. Jenkins of the opportunity, character of work and such details as are essential. Incidentally the most trivial position may be partially instrumental in keeping a student in college through the year.

Students who are looking for work should watch the bulletin board for notices, written in conspicuous blue ink, and answer them immediately. Nowadays it occurs that some seemingly insignificant job, or one of a nature especially pleasing character, goes begging. This is certainly to be regretted. People who put themselves out to offer these positions to students Well, if no one applies in a conservative length of time, they would have better permitted one or some of college to do the work and so dispensed with it immediately. After an experience like this, such people justly hesitate to supply similar applicants to.

To the student who is sincerely searching for a means of self support, three odd jobs should be immediately applied for, not so much because of their return, but because it shows that such students are really looking for work, gives them an opportunity for wider acquaintance and almost invariably leads directly to a better permanent job.

\[ A \text{ CARDBOARD COPY} \]

"Dad’s baby of [ ]" said Mrs. Jackson, "can’t do without soap on his father.

"Yes," answered Mrs. Johnham. "He

\[ A \text{ CARDBOARD COPY} \]

in College have your portraits taken at [ ] Special Rates to Students

---

**YOU NEED TAILORING**

That combines fair prices with good workmanship and serviceable fabrics. You need a tailor whose taste and skill you can depend on.

A. E. Anderson & Co.

Tailors-Chicago

are the makers of dependable tailoring. The up-to-dateness of their garments show both skill and taste.

"The Tailoring You Need"

JOHN WAKARIK

107 Second Street

Phone 168 J

\[ \text{The Home of Pure Confectionery} \]
between Pullman for scholarships; getting a copy is permitted—...".

Editor Ayers wrote of unusual work by some students, which is, after all, the essential purpose of college life. Establish an equilibrium and the more of your opportunity.

To the Freshman, who are for the first time in this academic proposition, we say that the best solution is a careful consideration of the question and then branch out in one or two activities which particularly appeal to them, or both—which they are especially well qualified to succeed or which has a particular bearing on the courses of study to which they have elected to pursue.

"Don't try to be cosmopolitan, do not be a "Jack of all Trades" or else you will be overloaded with work and responsibility and really succeed at nothing.

Efficiency in one or two lines of student activities combined with a sincere application to scholarship will yield the greatest possible joy from college life and a more thorough preparation for your life sphere after commencement.

OREGON AND W. S. C.

The editor had the good fortune to be present at the W. S. C. Oregon football game last Saturday. Of course, you may think W. S. C won.

But that scarcely concerns Idaho, what we wish is impress upon you as a future thing to think about, that game, that it really looks as if Idaho was going to break Oregon "boo-boo," and yet more important that W. S. C. has a real foot ball team, too, mind you, a single out, well coached and having a soundness and smoothness of execution, almost marvelous for this time of year. And there was a team of "fight- ers," too, the college has more "pep" than we have ever seen Pullman show in seven years and they can hold their own to the limit their team and their coach are willing to do.

Just remember that Idaho plays Oregon Saturday, and if we can help our team to top making them feel that we want them to expect and show them that we are behind them body and soul—why, you needn't worry, they will win for Idaho and you.

Then remember that here at Idaho, on October 30, the greatest athletic affair of the year will be staged, remember the whiles that W. S. C. will be here with probably the best team they have ever had for years and the whole-hearted support of the entire student body. Begin to think about that, begin to realize that this is going to be the game of the year, see that old Idaho Spirit that is on the facts is the only advantage the Wildcat has over the Washington neighbor when they were on conference and in the game that they were only guessing at the score, see, then, that this spirit is alive in you, see that it helps Idaho thru Oregon victoriously and on to the big game of the year. Then for Pullman.

CHANCEY LYMAN

To Idaho has come one of those rare but real tragedies, the death of one of our students. Only a few days had passed has such an unfortunate circumstance surrounded the catastrophe. Never before has a student's death concerned so many students, teachers, or her students on the athletic field. The accident is still as vital, as near as it has ever been.

Among the general student body, Mr. Lyman was not especially widely known as a friend, but he was a manly, a splendid student and one whose integrity of purpose and character were far beyond reproach. His influence among the students was in his youth; he possessed an unreserved personality, one which had been permitted, for the years of his college life to come, would have established a sphere of influence marked by perseverance, of genuine, action rather than in an abiding loyalty to his institution.

To his parents, relatives and many friends, the tragedy of the death of Idaho, her faculty and her students, wish to express the deepest of sympathy for the man and to offer students whom it has pleased our God to take from us."

"Without the first few weeks after graduation, the members of the Freshman class face the problem of student activities. The problem is a vital one for the new student. Theoretically, scholarship is the basic factor in college life, but a reasonable participation in the many undergraduate activities brings advantages in gaining future work. Much can never be attained by a more close application to scholastic labor. The dividing line, then, which is the ultimate value of outside activities should be located with great care and then never be disturbed.

In past years, and it will probably be as true in the future, there have been students who turn their consideration of the value of various activities, or to the marked ability and more serious because of unusual personal popularity, have been so loaded with class and student body affairs and the work entailed by the numerous min-

In 1920, the University of Oregon and Washington, and other neighbor-

When it comes to lasting satisfaction the best place to trade is CRIGHTON'S.

It's there you get the country's best Queen Quality Shoes Hart Schaffner & Marx Nursing Underwear Gossard Corsets Coats, Suits and Skirts Geo. Crighton Co. Jewelers and Optician Wm. E. Wallace Agents for Conklin's Self-Filling Fountain Pens "At the Sign of the Big Clock."
OREGON IS BADLY BEATEN BY W. S. C.

West Defeat for Oregon in Years—Pullman Has a Strong Team

Saturday on Rogers Field, W. S. C. demonstrated that she has a splendid football team, when Oregon went down to defeat, 29 to 8, by a much heavier team, outweighing W. S. C. some ten pounds to man but the defense of Condolf, Glang, and well rounded team work much more than offset Oregon's greater weight. Banzo, Dietz, time and again plunged through Oregon's line or skirled her short ends for very substantial gains. Evidently Oregon has the poorest team which has represented the institution for years. The team is chiefly made up of green men, they couldn't tackle, their interference was almost a joke and Beckett was the single backfield man who appeared to be able to make a yard against W. S. C.'s strong defense.

And Pullman is apparently just as wrong as Oregon is weak. Coach Dietz has completely changed the football team. The Oregonians were well fed into the Pullman aggregations. W. S. C. has reason to be proud of her team. Oregon was beaten by Oregon and Oregon has Oregon beaten as W. S. C. beat her Saturday. One apparent glaring about the Pullman aggregation is that it is a real team; stars in the line-up are difficult to name. Every man was "on his toes," every minute, the interference that W. S. C. men provided for the ball carrier was the best men in the Inland Empire for years, and the team generally worked with marvelous cohesion and smoothness for this period in the season. Coach Dietz is to be commended for his excellent showing. Banzo, Dietz, Durham, and Zimmerman played as brilliantly as the general team work permitted. Durham ran kick offs and punts back with a speed and result which reminded one of the work of W. S. C.'s last year's quarter back, Bernard. But he missed a couple of very easy drop kicks.

Idaho certainly looks better than Oregon and dope points to another defeat for Oregon next Saturday. But those who know Hayward and轰炸 of Oregon and their coaching methods have equally well that Oregon will be a different aggregation by Saturday, a scrappier, more determined team than the one which confronted W. S. C. last Saturday. Hayward is a hard loser and he won't lose if he can make his men fight the way he wants them to do. And he generally makes them, too.

DEVITE TEAMS CHOSEN

No Stars Discovered, But Six Good Workers Selected.

After several postponements, the trial debate for the purpose of selecting two teams to meet the Washington State College in debate next December was held last Monday afternoon. There were eleven candidates from which to select the six representative of Idaho upon the debate platform in the inter-collegiate contests. For the first time in the history of the university, a girl, Miss Ida Johnson, was chosen as a debater, thus breaking a precedent that has been established, is encouraging. The candidates chosen for the inter-collegiate teams have already been allotted places. Johnson, Dingle, and Koch will uphold the affirmative of the question in the contest that will be held in our own auditorium, while Lynch, Monroe, and Bedellina will hold the banner of the Silver and Gold in the Auditorium of our friends at Pullman, where they will argue for the negative of the proposal to give the federal government control of the laws of marriage and divorce.

In speaking of the trial debate, Professor Hulme said: "Only one man who has had experience in inter-collegiate debate entered the contest. We have several former debaters in college, but they seem to be over-burdened with work already, so that it is impossible for them to take upon themselves the additional work of preparing for an inter-collegiate debate. We shall have two well-balanced teams. We have no stars, but we have six men who will work intelligently and faithfully; and, whether they win or lose, they will give a good account of themselves. I have great confidence in them. They will lose no time in getting under way with the new work, I feel sure. You will notice that all the speeches are as the days go by between now and the date of the dual debates. This plan of a dual debate is one that has been proposed to the Washington State College some ten or more years ago. It has been taken almost to its very limit, but, so it is said, those who learn slowly sometimes learn well. We are also to have one judge for each debate. Thia, too, is something that Idaho proposed to our friends across the line years ago. It is gratifying to learn that our ideas are gradually meeting with the approval of our opponents." No word has yet come from Reed College as to debates with that institution. The secretary of the Debate Council says that Reed backed out of the contract last winter in a manner new to the colleges of the Pacific Northwest. We wonder if Reed's action is to be taken as an example of the superior collegiate ethics, of inter-collegiate ethics, of which we have heard not a little.

BIL E. O. SISSON WILL SPEAK PUBLICLY IS CORDIALLY INVITED TO ATTEND

The Department of Education of the University of Idaho desires to announce that Dr. E. O. Sisson, state commissioner of education, has consented to give several lectures during his coming visit to the institution. These talks will probably come from 1 to 5 in the afternoon of the following days:

Tuesday, the 19th.
Wednesday, the 20th.
Thursday, the 21st of October.

It is especially desired that these instructional and instructive addresses be shared by those in Moscow who are interested.

To give some idea of the interest and value of these educational matters, the following proposed subjects are noted:


The Auditorium of the University will accommodate a large number of people and it is hoped that many will avail themselves of this opportunity for intellectual pleasure.

ENGLISH CLUB WILL MEET

Thursday evening promptly at 7:30 o'clock the English Club will hold its first meeting in Room 205 of the Administration Building. All old members are expected to be present. Freshmen are also cordially invited, especially those who are interested in dramatics. Officers for the ensuing year will be elected, a new constitution drafted, and plans will be formulated for the year's activities. Be there.

Y. M. C. A. SPECIAL COURSES

The Y. M. C. A. offers special courses in Bible Study at the Methodist and Christian churches every Sunday at 10 a.m.

"A Life at Its Best" is the name of a very attractive text which will be used at the Methodist church. This book is a study of the life of Paul, and is proving very interesting. Professor Arnold is the leader.

The class at the Christian church, led by Rev. George Fowler, will study "The Manhood of The Master," beginning about November 7. At present Rev. Fowler is conducting a very interesting series of lectures on the origin of the Bible. There are 25 in this class, and a steady growth is assured.

Classes in the other churches will soon be organized.

The Quaint Originality

VOGUE HATS

and the excellence of modes and materials lead us to feel that we are indeed fortunate in controlling exclusively our sale in this city.

You are invited to view the new arrivals.

The Fashion Shop
The University of Idaho

PURPOSE—To render service to all of the people of Idaho at all of the time and in every possible way.

EQUIPMENT—A faculty of men and women of high ideals and those training, laboratories and a library which make modern and exact training in languages, sciences and philosophy possible.

ORGANIZATION AND WORK—There are four colleges in the University: Letters and Sciences, Agriculture, Engineering, and Law. Special opportunities for research are made possible by the Agricultural Experiment Station and other semi-colleges. A number of experiment stations are also maintained in Idaho. The University is a member of the Association of American Universities, and the inter-university cooperation and development of these universities is a matter of great importance. The University is the center of educational work in the state.

WHY ALL IDAHO COLLEGE STUDENTS SHOULD ATTEND THEIR OWN UNIVERSITY:

1. It is their own University. It belongs to every man, woman, and child in Idaho. No tuition is charged. The state appropriates approximately one hundred dollars annually toward the education of each student enrolled in the State University.

2. The cost of living is moderate. It should not exceed $75.00 to $80.00 per year for a student coming from any part of the state.

3. It is democratic. Many students earn their own living while attending the University. There are many students who work part-time and thus help to support themselves.

4. It teaches the people of Idaho about the world and the world about Idaho. It is a source of information and inspiration. Idaho is a source of wonder and inspiration.

For information, send to:

MR. FRANCIS JENKINS, Bursar
University of Idaho
Moscow, Idaho
Brief Local News

San Marston was in Cofax Sunday.

Grover Turnbach spend Sunday in Palouse.

D. K. David spent the week-end in Lewiston.

Kappa Sigma called at Ridenbaugh Hall Sunday, October 10.

John Pen Ford of Spenka was a visitor to the Phi Delta house Friday.

Phi Delta Theta made it's formal call upon Delta Gamma Sunday afternoon.

Rev. Watson was entertained at dinner at the Kappa Sigma house Sunday.

Charles Anchor of Palouse has registered at Idaho and is at the Phi Delta house.

Mr. B. Arrey a prominent lawyer of Spenka was a visitor at the Sigma Nu house on Wednesday evening.

Andrew Wardrobe of Genese, one of the class of '17, has returned to college and is registered in the Agricultural College.

The members of Beta Theta Pi and Alpha Kappa Epsilon were callers at the Gamma Phi house on Sunday afternoon.

The Sigma Nu fraternity called informally on the Omega Pi sorority and at Ridenbaugh Hall Sunday afternoon, Oct. 10th.

The Presbyterian social has been postponed a week on account of the change in date of the "Burly-the-Hatchet" party.

E. W. Worsham of Portland, Prov. president of Kappa, province of Phi Delta Theta, was the week-end visitor at the Phi Delta house.

Eugene Hawley, class of 1915, was married last Wednesday to Miss Lina Rhodes of Moscow. They also are making a trip to San Francisco.

Raymond R. Tindley, a graduate of the University, has been visiting at the Kappa Sigma house for the last week. He will leave Monday for Spokane.

Delta Omicron chapter of Sigma Nu announces the following men as pledges: Ronald Wood, Payette; Arthur Miller, Payette; Fred Graf, Coeur d'Alene; E. V. Sawyer, Mountain Home; P. H. Hayes, Minnepolis, Minn.; Kenneth Bentley, Lewiston; Lorrin Ketich, Coeur d'Alene.

Midderd Waterman and Carl Edward Johnson, a graduate of 1915, were married in Moscow on Wednesday, October 6, 1915. Mr. Johnson has resigned his position as an employee at the Federal Land Bank for the Wash. National Forest.

Delta Theta announces the following pledges: Charles Field, Conrad Ostrov, Homer Kendall, Clayton Kinner, Vernon Henry of Moscow; Vernon Clements, Keith Nusbach, Robert Stubb, Donald McGuire, Roy Thompson of Boise; Lawrence Blackmer, Oak Park, Ill.; William McBeek, of Coeur d'Alene; Walter McCarty of Lewiston; Talbot Johnson, Arthur Egmont of Nampa; Clay Farr of Cofax; Bert Brockman of Weiser; L. Wade, W. Wade of Nampa; Wilbur Johnson, M. M. Kuyk of Tennessee; Oden Bryan of La Crosse, Wis.

President Bryan of W. S. C. seems to have worn the keynote of Pullman's recent success when he said before the Saturday game with Oregon: "A clean, strong team, putting into the game every ounce of energy that is in it, the greatest assets to be acquired, undying loyalty to the alma mater, implicit faith and perfect obedience to our coach—this is what we want and I believe, what we will have for 1915 football."

The members of Gamma Phi Beta were guests at the reception given by Mrs. Jerome J. Day for Mrs. Christian on Saturday afternoon. Mrs. Christian, who is here for a short time with her daughter, Catherine, is the wife of Major Christian, commandant at the University during 1914 and 1915. He is now stationed in Panama, where Mrs. Christian expects soon to join him, leaving her daughter here at the University for the year.

Ridenbaugh Hall is glad to welcome the following new ligas: Josephine Lakhan: Marie Wood, Elsie Orr, Ellen Daly of Boise; Lillian Sampole and Phyllis Hoover of Bloofoot; Ada Verne Borel and Esther Swam of Burke; Esther Pearson and Edythe Allen of Albion; Ruth Cochrane and Dreythes Angell of Emmett; Basiah Luck of Gooding; Margaret Densley of Oroszno; Cecil Oliver of Coeur d'Alene, Martha Stevenson of Wallace; Clara Boomer of Haley; Katherine Insam of Lewiston, Annette McCallie, Lucille Robertson of Spenka; Emily Moore of St. Clift, Mich.; Clara Schmitz of Culdesca.

FORESTRY CLUB AND NOTES.

The weekly meeting of the Forestry Club on Wednesday was a continuation of the "Round Table" of the week before. W. R. Schofield told the club meeting of the fire protection work which he has engaged in during the summer, including construction work on schools and fire fighting on the Selway National Forest.

L. F. Morris then talked on the Ranger duties on the Wode National Forest. He gave a very clear conception of the work of watching after grazing allowances, construction work, and protection against fire.

In relating experiences of the summer we found that Tom Jackson was engaged at fire protection work on the Beaverhead National Forest in Montana.

The Club then discussed the feasibility of a forestry trip to the Potlatch Lumber Co. holdings. The electric driven mill and electric logging derricks at Elk River, the steam high lines, flying machines, horse cars, cedar yard, and company stores at Bo- vill, and last the large mill at Potlatch will be visited on this trip. The date of the trip however was not decided upon definitely but will probably be some time this month.

Some of the Foresters are studying for the ranger's examination to be held at Orofino the latter part of this month.

Diggis—My wife is a wonderful cook. Why, I have known her to hold her audience for hours.

Diggis—Get out!

Diggis—After which she would lay it in the cradle and rock it to sleep—Tennesseean.
TBA

DRESS UP!!!
Society Brand Clothes For College Men
$16.00 to $30.00
Walk-Over and Florsheim Shoes
$3.50 to $6.00

THE STUDENT'S STORE

OBERG BROS. CO.
General Merchandise
The KUPPENHEIMER Clothes
For Men and Young Men
PINEGRO SHOES
MEN'S AND LADIES' SUITS
Men's Order
Four Orders Satisfaction Guaranteed
WE DO CLEANING AND REPAIRING AT LOWEST PRICES
Corner of Third and Washington
Phone: 97

SHEREFY'S BOOK STORE
For Fountain Pens and Note Book
All Kinds of School Supplies
"If it flows we are the FIRST to have it!"

With the primary object of promoting the University of California student football team, three student members of the university are making the trip to Boston to watch the big Washington-California football game. The students hope to make the rounds of the town and have the pleasure of an outdoor team, all for the price quoted by the officials of the American Railway for the round trip. The student body of the university is looking forward to the game with much interest. jacket. In addition, several students from the university have been invited to the Fordyce house in the hotel, where they are expected to entertain the students from the university. The Fordyce house is the center of interest for the students from California.

At the dinner, the editor of the local university newspaper, who plans to attend the game, will be present. The dinner will be held at the Fordyce house.

The dinner will be attended by the students from the university, who have been invited to the Fordyce house. The editor and the students from the university will be present. The students from the university will be entertained by the students from the university. The students from the university will be entertained by the students from the university. The students from the university will be entertained by the students from the university.